
 
Consigned by Ballydaragh Stables (Liam Kenny) 

Lot 10   (With VAT)  

RAPID RAIDER 
(IRE)  
(2014) 
Chesnut Gelding 
(First Produce) 

  

Golden Lariat 
(USA)   

Mr Prospector   Raise A Native 
Gold Digger 

Larrocha   Sadler's Wells 
Le Melody 

Golden Court (IRE) 
(2006)   

Court Cave   Sadler's Wells 
Wemyss Bight 

Rush For Gold   Mugatpura 
Golden Light 

  
RAPID RAIDER (IRE): The 5 length debut winner of the 5yo Geldings Maiden point-to-

point at Ballinaboola on 3rd February 2019, his only start to-date. Sold with pre-sale 
veterinary certificate (see Conditions of Sale). 

  
POINT TO POINT 1 start 1 win    
  
LAST THREE STARTS (prior to compilation) 
03/02/19 1/14  (5yo Geldings Maiden Point-to-point) Ballinaboola 3m  
  
1st dam 
GOLDEN COURT (IRE): ran twice in N.H. Flat Races at 6 years; dam of a winner from 1 

runner and 3 foals- 
Rapid Raider (IRE) (2014 g. by Golden Lariat (USA)): see above. 

She also has a 3-y-o colt and a 2-y-o filly by Golden Lariat (USA). 
  
2nd dam 
RUSH FOR GOLD: 4 wins: 2 wins in N.H. Flat Races at 6 years and placed once; also 

winner over hurdles at 6 years and placed 4 times and winner over fences and 
placed twice; also winner of a point-to-point at 5 years; dam of 4 winners: 
TEN POUNDSWORTH (IRE) (g. by Orchestra): 2 wins over fences and £28,159 

inc. Paddy Fitzpatrick Memorial Novice Chase, Leopardstown, Gr.3, placed twice; 
also 5 wins in point-to-points. 

Golden Beacon (IRE): placed 6 times over hurdles and winner over fences and 
£10,111 and placed 3 times. 

Hilts (IRE): placed once over hurdles and winner over fences and £9311, placed twice. 
Ten Bob (IRE): 2 wins in point-to-points at 6 years. 

  
3rd dam 
GOLDEN LIGHT: 2 wins: placed once; also winner over hurdles and winner over 

fences and placed 4 times; also 2 wins in point-to-points; dam of 2 winners: 
Rush For Gold: see above. 
Golden Society: placed once over jumps; also 5 wins in point-to-points. 
Brave Light: ran a few times; dam of 2 winners: 

Cantgetout: placed twice in N.H. Flat Races at 5 years; also placed once over 
hurdles at 6 years and winner over fences and placed 5 times. 

Louis Farrell: placed once over fences; also winner of a point-to-point. 
  
4th dam 
Sorrel: 4 wins: winner and placed 3 times inc. 2nd Irish Cesarewitch H., Curragh; also 3 

wins over jumps and placed 10 times inc. 2nd Galway Hurdle; dam of 6 winners inc.: 
Tom Sawyer: 6 wins, £15,378: winner over hurdles at 4 years and £15,217 and 5 

wins over fences and placed 14 times. 
Recast: 5 wins: winner over hurdles at 4 years and 4 wins over fences at 5 and 6 

years and placed 3 times. 
Grandsyd: 4 wins: 2 wins over hurdles at 6 years and 2 wins over fences and 

placed 6 times. 
Justaminute: 3 wins: winner at 4 years and placed once; also 2 wins over hurdles at 

5 years and placed 3 times. 
Frockham Brae: winner over hurdles at 6 years and placed once; dam of a winner: 

No Politics: placed once over hurdles and placed once over fences; also 2 wins in 
point-to-points; dam of Aussie Bob (GB): 2 wins over hurdles and £12,881 and 
placed 3 times and 2 wins over fences and £12,638 and placed twice. 


